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Fishery monitoring programs are essential for effective management of marine resources, as they provide sci
entists and managers with the necessary data for both the preparation of scientific advice and fisheries control
and surveillance. The monitoring is generally done by human observers, both in port and onboard, with a high
cost involved. Consequently, some Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMO) are opting for elec
tronic monitoring (EM) as an alternative or complement to human observers in certain fisheries. This is the case
of the tropical tuna purse seine fishery operating in the Indian and Atlantic oceans, which started an EM program
on a voluntary basis in 2017. However, even when the monitoring is conducted though EM, the image analysis is
a tedious task manually performed by experts. In this paper, we propose a cost-effective methodology for the
automatic processing of the images already being collected by cameras onboard tropical tuna purse seiners.
Firstly, the images are preprocessed to homogenize them across all vessels and facilitate subsequent steps.
Secondly, the fish are individually segmented using a deep neural network (Mask R-CNN). Then, all segments are
passed through other deep neural network (ResNet50V2) to classify them by species and estimate their size
distribution. For the classification of fish, we achieved an accuracy for all species of over 70%, i.e., about 3 out of
4 individuals are correctly classified to their corresponding species. The size distribution estimates are aligned
with official port measurements but calculated using a larger number of individuals. Finally, we also propose
improvements to the current image capture systems which can facilitate the work of the proposed automation
methodology.

1. Introduction
Catches of tropical tuna purse seine fishery generally include several
target species (Thunnus albacares, yellowfin tuna; Katsuwonus pelamis,
skipjack tuna), not targeted but significatively caught (Thunnus obesus,
bigeye tuna), accompanied in different proportions by other secondary
species. These secondary species include both tuna-like species (neritic
tunas) and other bycatch species (billfishes, sharks, or other bony fishes)
(Amandè et al., 2010; Ruiz et al., 2018). Purse seine catches make up
nearly 62% of the 4.2 million tons of tuna caught globally every year
(Restrepo and Forrestal, 2012) and it is the fishing gear that contributes
most to the catch of yellowfin and skipjack globally (Majkowski et al.,

2011). Every time a school of tunas is caught, an 8 to 10 tons capacity
brail is hoisted on board. Each brail is emptied onto a conveyor belt that
ends in a well (tank) where the fish is frozen. The vessels have different
independent wells, where the catches from one or more fishing sets are
stored. During this process, an EM camera captures images of the
conveyor belt every 2 seconds. Once the fishing operation is completed,
species composition is estimated and reported by the crew in the on
board logbook. However, bias in logbooks has been evidenced since the
beginning of the tropical tuna purse seine fishery, particularly for bigeye
and yellowfin juveniles (Cayré, 1984; Fonteneau, 1976; Fonteneau,
2008). This is due to the difficulties in species identification (Lawson,
2009), which prevent their use as accurate values both for scientific and
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compliance purposes. Consequently, these onboard estimations are
reevaluated with species composition estimates based on at sea or port
sampling schemes for management and scientific purposes (Duparc
et al., 2019; Lawson, 2009). Despite this, such sampling methods have
been also criticized and several limitations have been identified. Previ
ous studies have shown that fish are not randomly selected for sampling
either due to physical constraints, such as layering in the set, brail or
well, or to behavior, such as samplers tending to select certain species
and/or sizes of fish more than others (Lawson, 2009). Similarly, the
excessively large spatiotemporal strata used to design the port sampling
scheme has been identified as a potential bias to estimate the species
composition (Duparc et al., 2018).
EM is an emerging field that has developed rapidly over the last
decade, with high potential as a cost-effective tool to complement the
current RFMO monitoring programs (Fujita et al., 2018; McElderry,
2008; Michelin et al., 2020; Van Helmond et al., 2020). It generally
consists of several sensors such as a hydraulic pressure sensor or rota
tional sensor, GPS (Global Positioning System) and cameras, which
allow the monitoring of fishing activity through heterogeneous data.
This positioning and image data can be used to estimate the fishing
effort, date and position of fishing operations, catches, discards, or
interaction with protected species. The tropical tuna purse seine fishery
has conducted several pilot studies to determine the effectiveness of EM
technology (Briand et al., 2018; Gilman et al., 2019; Monteagudo et al.,
2014; Murua et al., 2020b; Ruiz et al., 2015, 2016). In general, these
experiences showed that species identification and their size composi
tion are difficult to estimate through EM. Differentiating between small
yellowfin from bigeye or the overlap of individuals on the conveyor belt
are some of the main challenges. Also, vessels using EM equipment store
imagery on hard drives, which are sent after the trip to land-based video
analysis stations that process and extract key information. This timeconsuming procedure can slow the data availability by several
months, due to disk shipment and processing delay. This is a concern
when near real time data is essential, particularly for management
programs that have catch limits by species, such as the yellowfin tuna in
the Indian Ocean (IOTC, 2019) or the bigeye tuna in the Atlantic Ocean
(ICCAT, 2019).
The use of image analysis through artificial intelligence for auto
matic species identification has been identified as the next step in the use
of EM that could increase the accuracy of catch estimates involved in
tuna fisheries (Gilman et al., 2019), but has not yet been tested for tuna
catches. Some work has been done on using deep learning techniques to
automatically extract EM video segments of catch events from com
mercial fishing vessels, which substantially reduces storage space and
review time by analysts (Qiao et al., 2020), but without identification of
species. Most of the work on fish catch analysis has aimed for individual
fish under a controlled environment where individuals are separated
manually (Saberioon and Císař, 2018; Yu et al., 2020). For example, in
Yu et al. (2020) each fish is digitalized individually, always at certain
distance from the camera, with controlled lighting and fish position for
size estimation, but without species identification. French et al. (2020)
used a less controlled environment and aimed at the classification of
species, but the accuracy across species varied greatly (between 17%
and 90%). Successful applications of machine learning in marine science
to identify organisms such as plankton (Bachiller and Fernandes, 2011;
González et al., 2017; Hirata et al., 2016) or identify fish in uncontrolled
environments such as underwater imaging (Cui et al., 2020; Rathi et al.,
2017), show the potential to improve current tuna catch estimations by
means of image analysis and machine learning.
Although the previous studies permit a degree of optimism about
improving EM systems for the automatic identification of species, tuna
on conveyor belts is more challenging since (1) the fish is highly
aggregated in different layers, partially overlaps, (2) lighting is poor,
and (3) current images are of low quality as the lens can be dirty and the
cameras are placed at variable angles and distances. The first challenge
for this type of work is the segmentation of the individual fishes. Image

morphology methods such as watershed and K-means clustering
(Chuang et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2013) were often used in the past. These
methods take specific pixels of the image as starting points and advance
iteratively based on the morphology of the elements of the image. They
are usually easier to train than those currently used, but the results are
not as good. Nowadays, approaches based on deep learning are being
used more frequently (Alsmadi and Almarashdeh, 2020). These do not
rely on hand-crafted descriptors of the fishes but usually require a lot
more data to achieve good results. The Region-based Convolutional
Neural Networks (R-CNN) family is one that is emerging in the state of
the art (Girshick, 2015; Girshick et al., 2014; He et al., 2018; Ren et al.,
2017; Zhao et al., 2019). To be specific, we used a Mask R-CNN, which is
an extension of the Faster R-CNN and is able to perform instance seg
mentation (per-pixel level segmentation) of the objects. A Faster R-CNN
is made up of two stages: (1) the Region Proposal Network (RPN), where
candidate object bounding boxes are proposed and (2) a convolutional
neural network, where features from each candidate box are extracted
and the classification and bounding-box regression is performed. The
Mask R-CNN extends this model by predicting a binary mask for each
bounding box (and semantic class) in parallel to the second stage.
The aim of this study is to estimate the tropical tuna purse seine tuna
catch composition and size distribution by fishing set using image
analysis and automatic classification of catches digitalized with current
EM systems installed onboard. This makes possible the use of a large set
of historical and ground data information (port landings sampling) and
the use of cheaper digitalization systems. We also suggest some costeffective changes on currently installed EM systems that could
improve the image analysis and automatic classification.
2. Methods
Historical records of images from an EM system during a whole
fishing trip, about 30–40 days of vessel activity, consist of around one
terabyte of images, but only a small number belongs to fishing events.
The number of images captured in each set varies between 100 and 1500
images accordingly with the duration of the fishing operation and the
number of fish captured. These images are captured with an image size
of 1920 × 1080 pixels and a frame rate of one image every two seconds
(0.5 fps) during fishing events. Only one photo per minute is captured
when the vessel is not fishing. Analyzing this data can take up to 1 hour
per fishing operation for an experienced analyst. This section details the
process followed to estimate the distribution by size and species using
image analysis and automatic classification of images captured by an EM
system onboard a tuna purse seiner. This process and its validation are
split in four major modules (Fig. 1, Table 1): A first module where
appropriate images are selected, a second module about the segmenta
tion and species classification models training and statistical validation
using 5-fold cross-validation, a third module for the prediction of the
models, and a last module where results are contrasted with indepen
dent “ground truth” based on port sampling of landings.
The training/validation module consists of the following steps: (1) the
selected images are annotated by experienced analysts (delineating and
assigning each fish to a class); (2) two different models are trained with
these data: One for automatic fish segmentation and another for clas
sification by species of these segments. For manual annotation, 100
images from four different fishing sets were annotated, obtaining a total
of 975 individual fishes (segments).
The prediction module uses images that have not been previously
utilized in the train/validation module from 22 fishing sets. First, these
images are processed by the segmentation model in order to detect the
segments (each individual fish) within each image; next, these new
segments are processed by the classification model to identify the fish
species; and finally, the segments are individually measured to obtain
the species catch composition and size distribution by set (each fishing
event).
Both modules share common steps such as image and segment
2
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Fig. 1. Diagram of our methodology. There are four main modules: Preprocessing of historical images (purple, sec. 2.1), model training and validation (red, sec. 2.2
and sec. 2.3), prediction making (green, sec. 3.1 and sec. 3.3) and ground truth validation (orange, sec. 2.5 and sec. 3.4). The original image database (dark purple)
and the training set (dark red, sec. 3.2) are also highlighted. Data used in each module is specified in Table 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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make this transformation the four vertices (pixels) that create the tra
pezium of the conveyor belt were identified (Fig. 2c, blue dots), and
transformed to each corner of the rectified image (Fig. 2d).
Contrast enhancement was done to make the automatic segmenta
tion easier, as a higher contrast allows the outline of each individual to
be clearer and easier to delimit. The technique applied is Contrast
Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE; (Reza, 2004)). This
method equalizes the histogram of the image locally (in small regions)
instead of globally (Fig. 2e, Fig. 2f). We chose a window size of 5 pixels
and 2 as the histogram clip limit.

Table 1
Summary of the data processed in each of the modules and its source. More
details of the modules in Fig. 1. The images used in this work are captured on
fishing vessels equipped with electronic monitoring (EM) cameras. Once the
analysts manually review them, the images are stored in a database and are
organized by fishing sets (each fishing set has a correspondent image set).
Module

Input

Source of the
input

Output

Preprocessing of the
historical images
(sec. 2.1)
Model training and
validation
(Segmentation,
sec. 2.2)
Model training and
validation
(Classification,
sec. 2.3)

Image database

EM cameras of
the fishing vessels

Images of 30
fishing sets

100 images (975
segments)

4 of the 30 fishing
sets (partially
annotated)

Trained model

4 of the 30 fishing
sets (annotated)

Trained model

- Manually: 275
segments
- Automatically:
6921 segments
- Data
augmentation:
x12
- 14,896 images
- Two trained
models

22 of the 30
fishing sets
(unannotated)

Data of the 22
fishing sets

Data from 4 fishing
sets

- Official sources
- Estimations

Prediction (sec. 3.1,
sec. 3.3)

Ground truth
validation (sec.
2.5)

- Manually: 975
718 images
(86,202 segments)

2.2. Segmentation and annotation of images
Manual segmentation and annotation of images was done by expe
rienced onboard analysts using the open-source tool CVAT (Sekachev
et al., 2019). It allows the images that are going to be annotated to be
uploaded to a joint repository where the experts can work together. A
total of 975 segments were extracted from the images (Fig. 3). In 275 of
these segments species could be identified by the experts, whereas in the
other 700 the species could not be identified. This first set of segments
was used for two purposes: (1) as a reference for the segmentation model
to learn what a fish is (all 975 segments), and (2) to train a species
classification model (the 275 segments with class) distributed as yel
lowfin tuna (YFT) with 143 segments, skipjack tuna (SKJ) with 127
segments and, bigeye tuna (BET) with 5 segments.
The Automatic segmentation uses a neural network-based method
called Mask R-CNN (He et al., 2018), selected for its successful appli
cation in other similar domains (French et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020). We
have used a previously trained model from the Tensorflow Object
Detection API, since it needs fewer images compared to a segmentation
model trained from scratch (training parameters in Table 2). This model
is known as “Mask R-CNN Inception ResNet V2 1024x1024” and has
been trained with the COCO database (Huang et al., 2017). Transfer
learning is based on employing a neural network trained on a dataset to
recognize new objects that were not present on it by retraining it with
these new objects (Torrey and Shavlik, 2010). In other words, transfer
learning through fine-tuning was used. In order to fine-tune a neural
network, all layers of the neural network are frozen except the last one.
Freezing these layers prevents them from being updated during training,
thus maintaining knowledge of the previous training. In this way only
the final layer is updated, which is in charge of making the final pre
diction of fish species labels. This allows a network designed to segment
generic objects to specialize in our fish segmentation problem.
Mask R-CNN can segment objects and classify them in the same
process. However, we decided to split both steps since the manually
annotated segments were not enough for the model to distinguish be
tween different tuna species. Therefore, all these segments were
temporarily relabeled to “fish” in this first segmentation process. This
way the model can learn to segment correctly a fish without false pos
itives regardless of its species by using fewer examples. A second model
(a stand-alone ResNet) is used to classify those “fish” segments into the
different tuna species. The first training set with manually labeled seg
ments was expanded with monospecific fishing sets segmented using a
model trained with the manually segmentation (see sec. 3.2). A mono
specific set is a fishing event where a school of fishes containing a single
species is captured (and digitalized), mainly of yellowfin tuna and
skipjack to a lesser extent.

- Annotations
- Species
prediction
- Size
distribution
Comparison

preprocessing, where the perspective and contrast of the images are
corrected to obtain better results. However, the use of the model is
different in both modules since the training/validation module builds and
validates statistically the model with repeated cross-validation and the
prediction module uses the full train data model to identify the species.
The third module, ground truth comparison, compares the species
composition obtained through the classification model and size distri
bution estimates, versus the routine sampling program done manually
by scientific staff in the main landing ports. For this comparison, four
fishing sets were used, where both the EM data and routine port sam
pling data was available.
2.1. Preprocessing
Lens dirtiness estimation is needed since the images are taken with a
camera on top of a conveyor belt containing live fish where splashes of
water drops and fish scales are common (Fig. 2a, Fig. 2b). The variance
of each pixel in the image over an entire set is used as a method of
determining the level of dirtiness of a camera. A dirty region will have a
low variance since dirt accumulates but does not change position, while
a clean region will have a high variance due to the movement of the
conveyor belt transporting the fish. Knowing the dirtiness of a camera
enables sets or images that will not provide useful segments to be
discarded.
Once the images that are not useful are filtered, a perspective
correction is applied. As these cameras have been placed for image re
view by humans, factors such as location and perspective are not optimal
for automatic processing of the images (Fig. 2c, Fig. 2d). For this study
the region of interest is the conveyor belt but simply discarding the rest
of the image is not enough, as the image will still be distorted. The
conveyor belt is rectangular, so using the algorithm described by Zhang
and He (2007) it is possible to rectify it into a rectangle and to obtain an
image that would resemble one captured by a zenith-angle camera. To

2.3. Fish classification by species
A classifier based on deep neural networks was also used for this task.
In this case, the chosen architecture is a residual neural network, whose
main characteristic is that it can skip some of its layers (He et al., 2016).
In particular, the implementation of ResNet50V2 model in TensorFlow
and pre-trained with the ImageNet dataset (training parameters in
Table 2). A problem encountered in initial tests related to species
4
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(a) Dirty camera lens

(b) Clean camera lens

(c) Perspective correction guidelines

(e) Corrected image with normal contrast

Fig. 2. From left to right and top to bottom: A) Image
taken from a camera when it is dirty. This is an
extreme example of dirtiness. B) With the camera
cleaned. The region of interest is the central conveyor
belt. C) Guidelines for perspective correction. The
inner area of the blue trapezoid will form the cor
rected image. D) Same image as before but with the
perspective corrected. E) Corrected image with
normal contrast and F) corrected image with
enhanced contrast. (For interpretation of the refer
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

(d) Corrected image

(f) Corrected image with enhanced contrast

classification was that poorly segmented fish made the classification
inconsistent. The model was not able to work with defective segments.
As the model is able to predict as many classes as necessary, these
defective segments were used to add three new representative classes to
our model, making a total of 6 classes. These new classes represent
segments made of mostly fish heads (HEAD), segments of mostly fins
(FIN) and other segments that do not fit these descriptions but are not
whole individuals either (ART). For a species-only classification it may
be possible to work with non-complete segments, but this separation
also helps to make a correct size distribution estimation.
Data augmentation techniques were used to obtain a larger number
of segments. For each of the original segments 12 new ones are gener
ated, varying the orientation of the individual (image rotation), the
contrast and the brightness of the image. To generate these augmenta
tions, first each individual was placed so that its longest axis was hori
zontal. This way each fish could be found randomly in a left-right hand
view combination and with its head up or down. By generating the three

missing rotations, all the possible positions in which the model can find a
fish are generated. Finally, a change in brightness and contrast was
randomly applied to each of these four images. This two parameters
were altered using Eq. 1. Each pixel x of the image is multiplied by α to
alter the contrast and β is added to change the brightness. The possible
values for α and β were {α ∈ ℝ : 0.9 ≤ α ≤ 1.1} and {β ∈ ℕ : − 4 ≤ β ≤ 4}.
g(x) = αf (x) + β

(1)

2.4. Fish size estimation
As regards fish measurement, different sizing methods such as fork
length (FL) or first predorsal length (LD1) can be used (ICCAT, 2006).
Size estimation of each individual was based on the distance in pixels
from the head to the tail, so this was assumed to be FL. The pixel-tometer ratio used for size estimation was calculated based on the width
of the conveyor belt (e.g., the width of the belt it is known in pixels and
5
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Fig. 3. Example of individual fishes once the segmentation is done. These fishes belong to a monospecific set of YFT.
Table 2
Computing infrastructure, search space and best assignments of hyper
parameters of the neural networks.
(a) Hyperparameters used for the training of each neural network. The base models
have been obtained from TensorFlow Object Detection API (segmentation) and the
base implementation of TensorFlow (classification)
Hyperparameter

Module

Search space

Best assignment

Epochs

Segmentation
Classification
Segmentation
Classification
Segmentation
Classification
Segmentation
Classification
Segmentation
Classification

[1000− 20,000]
[500–5000]
[2− 32]
[2–128]
[0.0001–0.01]
[0.0001–0.01]
Softmax
Softmax
[0.9/0.1–0.8/0.2]
[0.9/0.1–0.8/0.2]

15,000
500
4
128
0.008
0.0001
Softmax
Softmax
0.9/0.1
0.8/0.2

Batch size
Learning rate
Activation
Train/test split

(b) Computing infrastructure used to train both neural networks
Infrastructure
Search strategy
Training duration
(best assignment)

Nvidia Tesla V100 (16GB)
Manual tuning
Segmentation
Classification

Fig. 4. Overlapping individuals (red) and a fully visible individual (green). The
red ones will be discarded for further estimations. The green square is the one
used for the measurement. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4 h 6 min 24 s
9 h 22 min 34 s

obtained through a port sampling program. This sampling strategy for
estimating the composition of catches by species and sizes in the purse
seine tropical tuna fisheries was established in 1998, and although it has
been slightly adapted, it is still used today by European scientists
(Duparc et al., 2019). When a tuna vessel arrives at port, sampling be
gins with the selection of the well to be sampled. Although some wells
may contain catches from different sets, those that store catches from a
single set are prioritized. For each well selected, a sample of 500 in
dividuals is randomly selected and sampled (i.e., species id and size
measurement). Sampling is conducted during the routine fish landing
process in two batches while it is still frozen: 300 individuals first and
200 individuals one hour after the first batch. The measurements taken
at port are made either to FL if the fish is small or to LD1 otherwise.
Using LD1 to FL conversion factors (ICCAT, 2006) it is possible to
transform all of them to FL. Thus, making the comparison between
image analysis-based estimates and the port estimates possible. As in
dividuals selected on each sample are random, is unlikely that one fish is
selected in both. Therefore, it is not possible to evaluate our estimations
accuracy.

meters). For the size distribution estimation to be as accurate as possible,
the measured individuals must be fully visible from head to tail (Fig. 4).
The creation of auxiliary classes at classification time was a first step to
filter out invalid segments, but two other methods were also used to
validate segments: setting a minimum size and a minimum major-tominor axis ratio. The selected smallest size is 20 cm, as this is the
lowest value for which ground truth measurements exist. The ratio
selected has been 4, as this is the ratio established by the International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) in their
manual (ICCAT, 2006). All individuals that do not meet these criteria
were not used to compute the size distribution.
2.5. Ground truth validation
Finally, the species catch composition estimates obtained through
the species classification model and the size distribution by species were
compared with the ground truth. We understand ground truth as
referring to the official estimates that are currently used for the man
agement of the European tropical purse seine fishery, which are
6
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3. Results

exceed the above values. These values together with the dirtiness esti
mations provide useful information about the ideal conditions of the EM
image capture system. When plotting the dirtiness of each set and the
surface area occupied by individuals in an image, is obvious that lens
cleanliness is an important factor. The trend shown in Fig. 6 confirms
that dirtiness directly affects the quality of the results. Past a certain
threshold, it will be necessary to discard the ongoing images and clean
the camera, since it will not be possible to detect individuals.
Unfortunately, most of the images we used had some dirtiness, and
although this is generally not a problem for detection, in some cases it is
impossible to obtain satisfactory results. As expected, the values for the
sets with the cleanest camera have a higher percentage of pixels assigned
to fish. The number of pixels segmented as fish in these sets ranges from
46 to 67%, while the standard deviation is smaller than the ones with the

3.1. Automatic fish segmentation
In order to evaluate our segmentation model, we reported the mean
average precision (mAP, ranging from 0 to 1) of the detections. To
calculate this metric, it is necessary to define what is considered as a
valid detection. This is done by setting an intersection over union (IoU)
score that if it exceeded, the segment will be counted as valid. The IoU is
measured as the area of the predicted bounding box that overlaps with
the ground truth bounding box divided by the total area of both
bounding boxes. Once the IoU is set, the mAP is calculated by measuring
the area bellow the precision-recall curve of the detections. We calcu
lated three scores for our model: (1) mAP for an IoU of 0.50, (2) mAP for
an IoU of 0.75 and (3) the average mAP for the IoUs from 0.05 to 0.95 in
increments of 0.05. The mAP was calculated for both bounding boxes
and masks. The bounding box detection achieved mAP scores of (1)
0.95, (2) 0.89 and (3) 0.74; while mask detection achieved mAP scores
of (1) 0.90, (2) 0.76 and (3) 0.66. Since the mask is calculated after the
bounding box detection and depends on it, all mask measurements are
slightly lower.
As with all machine learning models, the result achieved will be as
good as the data fed to the system. If the information used to learn is
biased, the system will learn this bias and apply it in future predictions.
Given the nature of the images, one bias that we detected early on was
that the analysts annotated individuals with light colors only (as they are
the easiest ones to identify and annotate) so the first model we trained
ignored a large proportion of the fish. By correcting this bias (annotating
more dark-colored individuals), we were able to drastically increase the
number of detected fish. Fig. 5 shows the segmentation in one of the test
images once the bias was corrected. To further evaluate the results, two
more metric were calculated: (1) the surface area of the image occupied
by fishes and (2) the average number of fish detected per image.
Under ideal conditions, the surface area occupied by individuals in
an image should be close to those obtained in manually labeled images
(mean of 43.97% of the covered image, with a standard deviation of
12%). Although the values vary greatly from set to set, some of them

Fig. 6. Relationship between the dirtiness of a lens and the fish that the model
is capable of detecting. Some dirtiness does not affect the quality of the results,
but they quickly deteriorate if the dirtiness exceeds 10%.

(a) Original image overlapped by the mask

(b) Predicted mask

Fig. 5. Automatic segmentation predicted by the trained model. Fig. 5a is used to visually validate our model. Fig. 5b is the one used to crop the images
into segments.
7
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dirtiest lenses.
The other estimator that we used to evaluate the quality of the model
(number of detected fishes in each image) is shown in Table 3. When
analyzing the table, several sets such as Mixed 1 and YFT stand out for
the low number of detected fish. These estimator can also be affected by
the same reasons as above (dirt, better model, etc.). However, an
important element to consider along with the number of detections per
image is the size of these segments. As more small fish fit in the same
space than large fish, sets with larger segments have fewer fishes per
image.

Table 4
Number of segments for each of the labels used during the classification by
species.

A second set of segments was automatically generated the trained
segmentation model. With a sufficiently accurate segmentation model
and fishing sets where the capture composition is known, it is possible to
use automatic segmentation to extend the training set. Three mono
specific sets were used for this purpose, from which about 7000 unique
segments were obtained. The class of each segment was known, since a
monospecific set only contains one species of tuna. A manual review was
necessary to classify the invalid segments into their corresponding
artifact class. A larger set of images to work on was achieved by mixing
the 275 manually annotated specimens that were marked with their
species and the automatically segmented monospecific sets. This new
dataset is in Table 4. The data augmentation techniques applied allowed
us to increase 12 times the number of segments, so we were able to train
the classification model with a total of 86,208 segments. Fig. 7 shows
how the model is able to learn in fewer steps and with better accuracy if
data augmentation is used.

Table 3
Number of fishes detected and size statistics for some of the sets used in the
predict module. Mixed sets include all three species, while the sets labeled with a
tuna species name only contains that specie.
Fish size (cm)

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

4.09
16.61
21.6
21.32
10.92
3.16

1.89
4.41
3.93
4.78
3.54
1.4

51.11
23.83
36.79
29.25
30.2
62.28

24.37
9.11
14.7
9.31
11.94
20.35

Data augm.

Total

117
314
64
207
239
5980

1342
4851
2277
2277
2629
65,636

1464
5292
2484
2484
2868
71,616

In this section, we present a performance evaluation of the machine
learning method using official port measurements. Comparing the de
gree of accuracy of our estimates fish by fish is laborious, even impos
sible when dealing with size estimates as we do not have the real size
values. Thus, we compared our estimates to global indicators. These
indicators are size distribution and species proportion. Fig. 10 is the
result of the comparison between our results and official port mea
surements in four fishing sets. The first two samples (1 and 2) are from
YFT monospecific free school (FSC) sets. The other two samples (3 and
4) belong to mixed sets (mostly SKJ), fished associated to floating ob
jects (FOB). The results calculated by species are added to form a global
size distribution with the aggregated data for all species.
For the BET class the model detects more fish than there are. This
may be because the BET class has the fewest images of all classes, as it is
the least fished tuna species. Moreover, this is the class most contami
nated by other classes (Fig. 9). Something similar happened with the SKJ
images, as our model underestimates the number of these individuals. In
the trained model, this class is the one that lost the most images by
classifying valid individuals as artifacts (up to 39%). Since the mixed
validation sets are mostly made of SKJ, the drop in this percentage is
notorious. The third class (YFT) is notable for having two modes. In the
monospecific sets of YFT, an approximate mode of 150 cm is observed,
while in the others it is about 50 cm. This occurs as the FSC sets are
composed of mostly adult specimens and tend to be monospecific, while
the FOB tend to catch more juvenile individuals and are usually mixedspecies. There is a clear underestimation of size in the adult specimens,
but we managed to identify one of the problems that was causing it. As
these fish are so large, they do not overlap each other completely, they
overlap only with the fins. This phenomenon causes our model to
interpret some of the overlapped fish as if they were two independent
segments, one of a valid fish and the other of an artifact. Nevertheless,
the problem we encountered with the juvenile individuals was that we
do not have monospecific sets of this size. So, training the model to
correctly predict these two types of individuals as one class is hard. It is
clear that for FSC there is still a lot of work to be done, but for the FOB
fishing samples, the models' predictions agree with the official data
(Fig. 10, last column, last two rows). The mode and shape of the dis
tribution are almost identical. With our methodology, we are able to
sample 3 to 4 times the number of fishes used in the official estimations.

Initially, only the three tuna species were used as target classes and
the model managed to correctly classify 3 out of 4 individuals (Fig. 9a).
As two datasets from different sources were used (sec. 3.2), the distri
bution of misclassified segments conditional to the dataset that each
segment belongs was tested. This checked possible biases, verifying if
the neural network learned to differentiate species, datasets or both. To
test this, the model was trained from scratch as follows: (1) trained with
manual segments and tested on automatic segments and (2) trained with
automatic segments and tested on manual segments. The model trained
with the manual dataset only (model 1, Fig. 8a) it was not able to learn
or predict correctly, with a mean accuracy of 45%, likely due to the low
number of images. Same occurs with model 2 (Fig. 8b), as predictions
are not as accurate as training with all segments (Fig. 9a), but superior to
model 1. However, model 1 is superior to model 2 where for YFT which
is the only species where model 1 has more training data than model 2.
Analyzing both models and Table 4 at the same time, looks like accuracy
is dependent on the number of training segments per species and not
dependent on the dataset itself.
In a second approach, three new auxiliary classes were added. There
is no need for an expert to reclassify the segments into these new classes,

Mixed 1
Mixed 2
Mixed 3
Mixed 4
SKJ
YFT

Automatic

5
127
143
–
–
–

3.4. Comparison against official port measurements

3.3. Fish classification by species

Fishes per image

Manual

BET
SKJ
YFT
HEAD
FIN
ART

as anyone can identify an incorrect segment. For this job, it is preferable
to minimize false positives in the fish classes at the cost of increasing
false negatives (i.e., discard invalid elements in the final set even if we
lose part of the useful individuals). In this approach, the overall accuracy
of our model was lower, but we manage to get rid of most of the invalid
segments. As we will see in sec. 3.4, this allowed us to obtain more ac
curate estimates that are in agreement with official data.

3.2. Improving the training set

Set

Label

4. Discussion
This work has three main contributions: the application of segmen
tation and classification algorithms to currently existing camera systems
installed on vessels, and “ground truth” validation with reports based on
8
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Table 5
Some statistics of the four samples used to compare the classification of species and size estimations performed by our model against official data. PS = Port Sampling,
DLS = Deep learning sampling (this methodology). Paired sample t-test calculated p < 0.10 (*), p < 0.05 (†) and p < 0.01 (‡). See Fig. 10.
Sample number

Source

BET
n

1
2
3
4

PS
DLS
PS
DLS
PS
DLS
PS
DLS

0
10
0
16
46
119
10
183

SKJ
Size (cm)

n

Mean

SD

–
95.15
–
105.69
47.26
44.01*
46.2
40.91

–
34.59
–
41.75
5.43
9.7*
1.66
14.11

0
14
0
16
60
182
60
225

YFT
Size (cm)

n

Mean

SD

–
106.86
–
109.47
43.7
45.8
38.73
40.21

–
28.66
–
21.11
5.34
10.98
2.38
9.94

200
111
200
62
36
37
8
26

Total
Size (cm)

n

Mean

SD

150.84
119.67‡
149.86
119.68‡
45.86
55.73
43.62
56.0

9.02
20.39‡
10.2
25.66‡
3.51
14.97
0.86
15.98

200
135
200
94
142
338
78
434

Size (cm)
Mean

SD

150.84
116.53‡
149.86
115.56‡
45.4
46.26
40.19
41.45

9.02
23.82‡
10.2
29.0‡
5.21
11.59
3.5
12.81

segmentation, direct comparison of our results with previous studies is
not possible, as the methodology used differs. Since there are no ex
amples that use new classes for segment validation we must rely solely
on the predicted species. French et al. (2020) classifies up to nine
different fish species, obtaining a mean accuracy of 62.55% with 4-fold
cross validation. Rathi et al. (2017) classifies 21 species and goes as high
as 96.29%, but the images are captured underwater and they do not
cross validate. We achieved a mean accuracy of 77.66% for the classi
fication by species. More robust scheme validation reduces performance
variance, but also accuracy (Fernandes et al., 2010). Training sets that
are biased towards good quality images can achieve higher accuracies,
but may not be representative of the data to be analyzed under real
conditions. For example, in our case, accuracy dropped from 77.66% to
54.50% when artifacts were added to our training set, but the final
comparison improved.
One of the key points for these results has been the preprocessing of
the images. In machine learning the preprocessing often has more
impact in the results than the model selected (Bora, 2017; Fernandes
et al., 2010). Much of this preprocessing is specific to the current con
ditions of the EM system, requiring a change in the event of an
improvement of the EM system. The dirtiness detection module devel
oped is independent of these conditions and it would not need to be
changed. This module can be integrated in the commercial software
used to digitalize the images to send an alarm to demand cleaning. The
methodology used for perspective correction depends on the type of
work to be performed (Jagannathan and Jawahar, 2005). In our case the
most complicated part was to find the boundaries of our initial images,
but once the procedure is set up, only small tweaks are needed for each
vessel. Contrast enhancement has also proven to be vital for computer
vision (Vijayalakshmi et al., 2020). In our case, the segmentation of
individuals would have been much more difficult without a correct
histogram equalization.
Predictions have been compared with official data from manual
counting in port (Sarralde et al., 2009). But it must be considered that
the subsample taken by the camera and selected by the port sampler are
unlikely to contain the same individuals. This comparison made it
possible to detect strengths and weaknesses in the methodology. As the
behavior of fish changes with maturity, it is expected that the in
dividuals caught with different fishing techniques belong to a different
growth stage. A pattern in the yellowfin tuna, with two size modes, can
also be found in other studies on tropical tunas (Floch et al., 2018). The
other tuna species had more complications, especially bigeye, which is
the least caught target tuna species and is greatly overrepresented by the
model in the final comparison. On average, bigeye catches make up only
2.5% of each fishing set, whereas our model predicts 25.5%, a tenfold
increase. The validation method used shows that the most commonly
confused species are also bigeye and skipjack, but it does not suggest
that the differences with the official data would be so large. Therefore, it
is necessary to continue developing our methodology to reduce these
errors. It should be noted that both methods have their own biases, as

Fig. 7. Accuracy of different tuna species classification models trained with
and without data augmentation.

port manual estimations.
The methodology developed allows for the automatic processing of
the captured images. This methodology allows the size of a higher
number of individuals compared to port sampling to be estimated. The
goal is to find the catch composition of the three target tuna species and
not the absolute number of individuals with current low-cost camera
systems. Although the images used are of low quality due to heteroge
neous angles and poor maintenance of the cameras, more than 30,000
images were processed, segmenting a large part of the fishes captured.
Normally, image analysis studies in marine science are small scale proofof-concept in controlled environments, studies with low-cost approaches
applied or with the potential to be applied at large scale are sparse
(Irigoien et al., 2009). Other researchers have proposed similar seg
mentation methodologies to this (French et al., 2020; Garcia et al.,
2020), but none of them attempted to do it with highly aggregated in
dividuals. Both use the Mask R-CNN architecture (He et al., 2018). The
former takes the images in a controlled environment, so the correct
illumination and low aggregation of individuals allows it to segment the
fish almost perfectly. On the other hand, French et al. (2020) works with
images from a conveyor belt, so the lighting is not as controlled and the
overlap between individuals is bigger. They monitor the fish discards, so
the fishes do not overlap as much as in our case. To the best of our
knowledge, the combination of uncontrolled environment and highly
aggregated fishes makes our work a challenge that was never previously
addressed in fisheries image applications.
Despite a mere average of 200 specimens for each species were
Correccion? labeled for the classification algorithm, competitive per
formance was achieved. Similar studies have used a labeled dataset with
6 times more data (French et al., 2020; Rathi et al., 2017). As with
9
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(a) Model trained with manual segments and tested on automatic segments.

(a) Classification model without artifacts

(b) Model trained with automatic segments and tested on manual segments.

(b) Classification model with artifacts

Fig. 8. Confusion matrices for the two models used to test possible biases in our
model. The vertical axis represents the true species of the segments and the
horizontal axis represents the species predicted by the model.

Fig. 9. Confusion matrices for the two approaches used for the classification
model (with and without artifacts). The vertical axis represents the true species
of the segments and the horizontal axis represents the species predicted by
the model.

seen in (Lawson, 2009) and sec. 3.1. The accuracy of these estimations
will improve and converge to the real catch distribution as more in
dividuals are selected for sampling. As sampling all individuals is not
feasible, finding the optimum number between not selecting enough
fishes and too many and detecting new biases is something that is worth
studying in future work.
In this regard, all tuna Regional Fisheries Management Organizations
(RFMOs), as well as several national administrations, are in the process
of defining the minimum standards that an EM system should meet for
the correct monitoring of fishing activity (Murua et al., 2020a). The
following recommendations should be considered when defining the
standards to monitor the tropical tuna purse seine fishery: (1) The

inclusion of a dedicated camera for automatic species identification and
measurement. By positioning a camera at a zenithal angle to the
conveyor belt, the perspective correction would become unnecessary,
speeding up the process and removing any possible errors introduced by
doing so. A camera like the current ones would be more than enough to
capture ideal images, but the use of other types of cameras (higher
resolution or 3D, for example) that have proven to be useful in other
cases for the segmentation of aggregate elements can be of great help
(Garcia et al., 2020; Xia et al., 2015). (2) Evenly illuminating the area
targeted by the camera is also crucial (Bachiller and Fernandes, 2011;
10
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(a) Absolute number of fishes

(b) Relative appearance of each size
Fig. 10. Four samples have been used to compare with official data. Port samplings are in blue and our estimates are in red. Fig. 10a: The label on each graph
represents the percentage of occurrence of that species in that set (the number of specimens is also included). See Table 5 for more data. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Xiang et al., 2011). Some fish are currently overexposed and unrecog
nizable in the images, so a well-lit environment can facilitate recognition
of the fishes. The boundaries between different individuals would also
become much easier to identify, easing the segmentation. (3) One way of
avoiding large accumulations of fishes would be to use a hopper, like the
ones currently used by some tuna fishing fleets operating in the Pacific
Ocean (Grande et al., 2019; Murua et al., 2020c). It consists of an in
termediate hopper that is placed in the access hatch to the fishing park
over which the brailer is pulled. This device has a tray and an opening/
closing flap at the end of it, allowing regulation of the flow of fish falling
onto the belt. This system, or a similar one, would favor the separation
between individuals and therefore improve segmentation and automatic
classification.
We understand that all these changes to an established system take
time and cost money, but assuming a fishing trip of 30 days and 2 fishing
operations per day, more than 60 hours of work must be done to process
all the data of a single vessel in a single fishing trip. Furthermore, to
process this data is required to invest time in the training of an analyst
and continue this time-investment with every fishing operation. On the
other hand, once the artificial intelligence model is properly trained it
does not require expensive and time-costly manual labor to operate. This
paper shows that is technically feasible to do similar work as an analyst
in near real time. Ensuring a regular maintenance of the system and
doing the following tweaks to our methodology may be enough to
greatly improve the results: (1) Creating a custom-made dataset.
Whereas analysts have years of experience in tuna species classification,
it is much easier for them to do their work onboard and seeing the fish
directly. It is possible to create a better dataset and take advantage of
this. The ideal way to generate this new dataset is by making “virtual
fishing sets”, where the composition of the set is known. For such a set,
the analyst will select in advance the individuals that pass through the
conveyor belt to be photographed. This way, we gain much more
knowledge about the images that are used to train the model. (2) New
classification algorithms. We tested a classification based on neural
networks, but since the number of valid segments obtained per image
may not be sufficient for this type of algorithms, it may be useful to try
other approaches. Some of the methods that have already proven their
utility in making good predictions in image classification are support
vector machines (Chandra and Bedi, 2018), random forest (Sheykh
mousa et al., 2020) or even the combination of several methods (Agarap,
2019). If it is possible to increase the dataset as described above, it
would also be interesting to test other neural network architectures
(Wang and Yang, 2019). Other type of validations such as an out-ofdistribution approach (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2018) may also be use
ful. Stricter thresholds for our predictions were tested, but too many
segments were discarded. If enough segments are provided, predictions
should improve. (3) Testing with more ground truth data. Another way
to detect possible biases that have been ignored so far is to use more
ground truth data in the comparison. By combining this image analysis
methodology with logbooks or number of brails recorded at every fish
event, it would be possible to have tons of catches with its composition
for each fishing event and the accumulated total catches. For this new
methodology to be accepted by the industry, it would be necessary to
perform the same validation comparing catch composition estimates at
the fleet level for a complete year. Reporting this data annually by fleet
is a RFMO requirement for stock assessment, so it would be possible to
estimate the catches distribution by species for the purse-seine fleet in an
ocean and compare it with the official estimates presented at the RFMO
level.
Despite all the improvements described above, our results suggest
that improving the number of labeled segments and ensuring them to be
representative of the variety in the captured images would be sufficient
to have an effective and operational automated EM system. This will be
achieved by having an expert observer and the computer engineer on
board a fishing vessel during real operations to visually classify and
afterwards digitalize. This process will make segments available in the

training set that cannot be labeled in the images, but that have been
classified to species level before digitalization. Therefore, this achieves
both objectives, it increases the labeled segments and makes them more
representative. Moreover, classification of FSC is the most challenging,
but is also showing a downward trend with some fleets in the Indian
Ocean having less than 5% of their fishing sets using this fishing strategy
(Basurko et al., 2022; Floch et al., 2019). Having accurate and less costeffective estimations of the catch composition and size distribution will
allow for improvements in the stock assessment of the tropical tuna
species (Uranga et al., 2017). Furthermore, the methodology presented
in this study would allow catch estimates to be obtained in near real time
and be associated with a specific vessel, this being a key point for the
control of the fishery (i.e., quota monitoring). The current scientific
sampling method used by the European purse seine fleet based on port
sampling (Duparc et al., 2019) only obtains aggregated species
composition estimates for the entire fleet during a period (for example,
quarter), this being the main obstacle to its use as a control tool (i.e., for
the control of the individual vessel quotas). The industry will also be
able to have near real time catch monitoring to planning of their ac
tivities. There are also other applications that contribute to the envi
ronmental and economic sustainability of the tuna fisheries such as
using the data for developing decision support systems that reduce fuel
consumption (Granado et al., 2021).
The independent monitoring, control and surveillance of fishing
activities is important in an era that requires transparency and reliable
information for scientists and managers, thus guaranteeing sustainable
exploitation. In the case of the RFMOs this is challenging, as they play a
key role in managing highly migratory fish stocks, such as tuna, that
span the jurisdictions of many countries as well as the high seas. Since
the European Community, one of the leading agents in the control and
scientific advice to management of fisheries, has started the process to
amend its legislation to introduce the digitalization of the control and
scientific sampling by means of electronic monitoring as can be seen in
the European Parliament proposal for the amendment of Council
Regulation (EC) No 1224/2009, and amending Council Regulations (EC)
No 768/2005, (EC) No 1967/2006, (EC) No 1005/2008, and Regulation
(EU) No 2016/1139 of the European Parliament and of the Council as
regards fisheries control (Commission, 2018), the development of sys
tems like the one presented here are becoming more and more impor
tant. Reliable catch information by species is a key element for tropical
tuna assessment and management. Without well-grounded commercial
catch data, stock assessments and quota control can clearly be under
mined. Previous EM pilot studies have shown that accurate estimation of
catch composition in tropical tuna purse seine is challenging even if
done manually (Murua et al., 2020a; Ruiz et al., 2015), as large volumes
of fish enter the conveyor belt at once. Thus, incorporating deep learning
methodologies such as those developed in this study to EM systems
would give them a much greater potential use.
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